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Abstract
An analytical model for the functionality of a permanent-magnet synchronous motor is developed. Taking
as input a specific geometry, it predicts steady-state losses of a design at an average rate of 0.85 seconds per
analysis, orders of magnitude faster than existing finite-element methods. A wide design space is analyzed
and, based on the necessary motor profile and manufacturing limits, an optimal design is selected. Subse-
quently, this motor was fabricated and integrated with a prototype design of a high-density heat pump. This
application requires an unusually low motor profile - with the motor width being much (~ 10 x ) larger than
its thickness - which has not been explored by other researchers. Furthermore, the design metrics specify
a tight upper bound of 33.3 W on available power. Electrical characteristics are modeled and tested to
determine optimal phase-excitation waveforms. Finally, power electronics with a sensorless control scheme
are designed and incorporated using a custom-designed printed circuit board at an all-inclusive cost of under
$50, which is well below the price of typical development control boards used to test prototype motors.
Speeds of up to 7000 RPM were observed. At the design point of 5000 RPM, the motor delivered 35 mN-m
of torque and drew 23.8 W of power, significantly below the available power budget.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern high-performance electrical systems utilize state-of-the-art air-cooled heat exchangers in order to
manage excessive heat generation. However, advancement in these electrical systems is pushing the limits of
existing thermal management solutions. The inability to dissipate excess heat has become a severe bottleneck
in the development of electrical systems as they become denser and computationally more powerful.
In response to the need for improved heat management solutions, the Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency (DARPA) issued a challenge [4] in 2008 for the development and demonstration of air-cooled ex-
changers that offer significant reductions in both net thermal resistance and total electrical power used to
force the air through the system. The "PHUMP" concept proposed by MIT Professors John Brisson, Jeffrey
Lang, and Evelyn Wang offers a fully-integrated air-pumped heat exchanger that can dissipate 1 kW of heat
with an overall heat sink thermal resistance of under 0.05 K/W (4 x lower than the current state-of-the-art),
occupying a 4" x 4" x 4" volume.
1.1 Overview of the PHUMP concept
The novelty behind the PHUMP concept is integrating both a blower and a heat pipe into a single, compact
device. The blower forces ambient air through the system and increases the rate of heat transfer from heat-
sink to air through forced convection. Working in parallel is a sealed wick structure containing water in both
vapor and liquid phases; this structure acts as the heat pipe and is powered purely by the capillary forces
within it. Figure 1.1 provides a high-level isometric view of the PHUMP and its acting components.
The heat pipe
Loop heat pipes comprise an evaporator and a condenser, and rely on capillary forces to drive the active fluid
(or coolant) from one section to another. The evaporator is subjected to the heat source and the coolant
undergoes a phase change from liquid to gas. This expansion causes it to travel along the heat pipe to the
condenser, where a lower temperature decreases its vapor pressure and the fluid condenses back into the wick
structure. Capillary forces then bring the liquid-phase coolant back to the evaporator via the wick structure
and the cycle repeats itself. Figure 1.2 provides a detailed view of how these two mechanisms work together
to increase PHUMP's capacity to transfer heat to the ambient atmosphere.
The blower
Multiple condensers are stacked and interdigitated with impellers that draw air in axially through a central
air column and expel it radially. Heat is transferred by convection from the condensers to the moving air. The
overall thermal resistance of the system is reduced with increased air flow. All of the impellers are attached
to a common shaft which is powered by an integrated permanent-magnet synchronous motor (PMSM).
Cold air in
Motor
rpeller
Condenser
Evaporator
I
Warm air oUt
Figure 1.1: High-level isometric view of the PHUMP
. .. ......... .
Central shaft
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Figure 1.2: Cross-sectional view of the heat pipe portion of the PHUMP.
1.2 Design Requirements for PHUMP set by DARPA
In its original broad agency announcement, DARPA specified that the following metrics should be be met.
The device must:
" operate under a thermal load Q of 1000 W;
" maintain a maximum case-to-air thermal resistance Rth of 0.05 K/W while operating at an ambient
temperature T. of 30'C;
e occupy a maximum volume of 4" x 4" x 4";
e exhibit a coefficient of performance (COP) of at least 30;
e sustain performance when subjected to a 10 g shock for a duration of 11 ms;
" and have an operating lifetime of at least 10,000 hours.
Given these metrics, it is possible to define operating conditions for the PHUMP. Let case-to-air thermal
resistance be defined as
R T - T(1.1)
where Rth is the thermal resistance, T is the temperature at the bottom of the evaporator, Too is ambient
air temperature, and Q is the input heat load. Then, solving for T yields T = 80'C. This is the temperature
at which the heating element will be kept once the inner workings of the PHUMP have reached steady-state
operation.
. . ...........
Defining the COP to be the ratio of input heat load to power P consumed by the PHUMP
COP - (1.2)P
we obtain P < 33.3 W. This is the maximum value of the total power that can be consumed by the PHUMP,
including any mechanical or electrical losses associated with transferring power to the motor, from the motor
to the shaft and the affixed impellers, and from the impellers to ambient air. Assuming a design speed of
5000 RPM (= 524 rad/s) and an efficiency of 100%, one can place an upper bound on the maximum suppliable
torque by the motor:
7= P/w = 33.3/524 = 63.60 mN-m. (1.3)
DARPA has specified the current state-of-the-art air-cooled heat exchangers to be devices comprising
the volume of a 4 inch cube, capable of dissipating a thermal power of 1000 W with an overall thermal
resistance of 0.2 K/W and and COP of 10; the goals set by PHUMP therefore propose significant advances
in air-cooled heat exchanging technology.
1.3 Thesis Overview
Students and faculty working on the PHUMP project are separated into three principal categories: air flow,
heat pipe, and motor. In 2010, Jonathan Allison produced a Master's thesis that describes the air flow
through the device [2]; his work is currently taken over by Ph.D. student Wayne Staats. Catherine Koveal
finished a Master's thesis after investigating many characteristics of various wick structures that would be
used in the heat pipe [9]; her developments are being further analyzed by Master's student Alonso Dominguez
and Ph.D. student Arthur Kariya.
The focus of this thesis is the modeling, development, optimization, fabrication, and integration of the
motor that supplies the necessary power to force air flow through the PHUMP, as well as the development and
integration of the associated power electronics. Allison's model presumes a shaft power of 27 W. Budgeting
10% (3 W) mechanical losses due to the bearings and other viscous forces and with the ambitious goal to
hit a COP of 30, it is expected that a motor efficiency of over 90% will be necessary. Furthermore, the
low thermal resistance requirement forces the motor to be extremely low-profile, occupying as little of the
precious volume available for heat transfer as possible. Finally, any communication between the PHUMP
and the outside world is limited to a pair of wires with a DC potential of 12 V across them; thus, any
electronics necessary to control the motor must be contained within the four-inch cube.
Chapter 2
Geometry and Optimization Strategy
This chapter provides a description of the motor topology being analyzed as well as an overview of the
strategy that was adopted in order to come up with an optimal design. The simplest and most efficient
design that can fulfill the goals of the PHUMP project is a permanent-magnet synchronous motor (PMSM).
The use of permanent magnets in the construction of the driving motor brings the following benefits:
" simplification of construction and maintenance;
" reduction in overall power consumption since no energy is required to excite rotor magnetic fields;
* the motor is brushless, eliminating the problems involved with mechanical contacts.
Additionally, implementing position-sensorless control (in which rotor position is estimated from terminal
measurements, and additional hardware such as a shaft encoder is not necessary) for a PMSM is simple
because of an abundance of existing development boards designed to control such motors. Typically, these
boards are completely independent and do not require a separately programmed micro-controller in order to
function correctly.
2.1 General Motor Topology
The ultimate purpose of the PHUMP is to efficiently transfer heat from a heating element (electrical system,
processing unit, etc.) to ambient air. This objective forces a number of requirements on the design of the
motor. First, it must occupy as little volume as possible, allowing for maximum space for heat transfer.
In order to maintain the axial symmetry of the other PHUMP components, a "pancake" design - one that
is thin but extends over the entire 4" x 4" footprint - is desired. Second, the motor cannot be overly
resistive to the incoming axial airflow. A hollow hoop design ensures that the rotor remain mechanically
stable while keeping the fluid resistance at a minimum. Lastly, because of the choice of bearings used in the
PHUMP, axial loads must be kept at a minimum. Although some studies show the potential for performance
advantages of axial-flux over radial-flux structures for PMSMs [5], a design in which the magnetic fluxes are
radial would allow for radial loads on the bearings to be balanced with little to no load in the axial direction.
These considerations lead to the general motor geometry shown in Figure 2.1. Permanent magnets are
glued on the outer periphery of a carbon-steel rotor and copper windings are fitted in a snake-like manner
along the inner periphery of a laterally laminated silicon-steel stator core. For simplicity, end-turns are not
shown in the figure.
Figure 2.1: Isometric view of general motor geometry, with different components labeled.
Figure 2.2 provides a more detailed view
the stator slots shown; larger slots will be
following variables:
* Magnet width, wm e
* Magnet thickness, tw 0
" Magnet gap, gm 0
* Minimum rotor thickness, tr e
* Air gap thickness, ta
of the motor geometry. Windings are assumed to completely fill
created when manufacturing the stator. The figure highlights the
Winding width, ww
Winding thickness, wt
Winding gap, g9
Minimum stator thickness, t,
Motor depth (axial thickness), d
2.2 Optimization Strategy
This section outlines the methodology which was developed in order to model losses for a particular design
and ultimately discover the optimal motor geometry. We anticipated the analysis of a very wide design space
and therefore required a fast and systematic way to filter through it. Additionally, we wanted the ability to
visually represent various parametric trade-offs in custom plots so as provide an intuitive understanding of
the effects of geometric changes. Existing tools that are used to design motors typically use finite-element
Figure 2.2: CAD drawing of the motor top view with highlighted geometric variables.
analysis (FEA) methods which very accurately simulate performance - even for non-trivial geometries.
However, such tools would perform prohibitively slowly for the design space we expected to analyze. A
model that could analytically, rather than numerically, evaluate a particular design and predict losses was
therefore necessary.
To understand how this model was developed, we first consider the Lorentz force equation and use the
definition of torque from classical mechanics derive the equation for the torque produced by the motor in
terms of relevant variablesi:
F q(E+vxB)
d
q(vxB)whereq-v=q-- I . d
t
= d(Itot x B)
= rxF
-> f- = rxd(ItotxB) (2.1)
Since the magnetic fields and currents in the machine will always be operating at right angles with respect
to one another, one can simplify the above vector formulation to include only peak values. Hence,
r = r -d . Itot - B (2.2)
Here, r is the distance from the center of the rotor to the edge of an attached magnet (sum of rotor radius
and magnet thickness), d is the axial length of the motor, Itot is the total active current in all phases, and
1 The forces in electric machines are completely governed by magnetic fields; any contributions from electric fields are deemed
negligible (E = 0).
.................. .... ........ - -- --- ___ -- -__ --- -_____
B is the magnetic flux density due to the permanent magnets at the interface between the air gap and the
slotted stator. The only known variable in this formulation is the torque T supplied by the motor to push air
through the system; r and d define aspects of the motor geometry and act as two of the varying parameters;
Itot will be a function of the number of windings used and the number of turns present in the stator; finally,
B is a function of the strength of the permanent magnets used and is, in addition, highly dependent on the
motor geometry.
The first consideration in the optimization strategy is finding the value of the magnetic flux density, B,
at the stator/air-gap interface. As mentioned previously, B is solely a function of the motor geometry for a
given remanent flux density; hence, the analytical model must be able to calculate B at the desired interface
for a given set of geometric constraints (which include r and d). Once B is found, the only unknown left in
equation 2.2 is the value of the total active current, Itot, which can be solved for algebraically. Ohmic losses
can then be calculated by estimating a winding resistance according to
R = (2.3)
where R is the resistance, pe the electrical resistivity, L the total length, and A the average cross-sectional
area of each winding, and then applying Equation 2.4:
Poss = n)i2oR (2.4)
with io, the amplitude of the phase current, related to Itot, the total active current, according to
io (2.5)
m -nD -p
In the equations above, m is the number of windings per pole per phase, nD the number of instantaneously
active (current-carrying) phases at any time, and p the number of poles. Summarizing Equations 2.3 through
2.5, we obtain the following expression for the Ohmic losses incurred by the motor:
Ploss = totPeL (2.6)
We expect the motor to operate with relatively slowly-alternating fluxes in the stator steel (between
600 and 1000 Hz). At those frequencies, the primary source for electromagnetic losses in the motor is the
Ohmic resistance of the phase windings. The optimal motor design, then, will be the one that produces the
required torque while minimizing the losses due to winding resistance. To obtain this design, we make use
of the analytical model as described above. It is iteratively evaluated across the entire design space, and,
for a given geometry, is capable of calculating the current necessary to provide the required torque. The
optimal motor design is the one that produces lowest Ohmic losses, subject to constraints imposed by profile
requirements, manufacturing limits, and magnetic core saturation levels.
2.3 Motor Geometry Optimization Strategy: a Summary
The strategy for finding the optimal motor geometry is summarized by the following steps:
1. Consider any feasible geometry.
2. For the given geometry, use the analytical model to calculate B.
3. Once B is known, use Equation 2.2 to solve for Itot.
4. Use Equation 2.3 to calculate winding resistance.
5. Calculate Ohmic losses for the given geometry according to equation 2.4
6. Return to step 1 and iterate over the entire feasible design space.
Chapter 3
Modeling and Optimization
Predicting the motor's performance is almost completely contingent on the ability to correctly determine
the value of the magnetic flux density at the stator/air-gap interface. Even errors of 10% in this endeavour
could lead to the fabrication of a motor with a highly sub-optimal geometry. While finite-element methods
for the analysis of magnetic fields exist, simulations take a long time to run (typically hours) - and since an
iterative approach is used to arrive at the optimal geometry in a design space comprising of several tens of
thousands of different designs, such methods become prohibitively time-consuming. This chapter provides
a detailed description of the analytical model that was developed in order to analyze the performance of a
motor design given the various geometric constraints.
3.1 Setting up the Problem
We begin from base principles and derive a solution to Laplace's equation for the magnetic scalar potential
in multiple regions. Observing that the permeability of air is negligibly small compared to that of magnetic
steel (which is used to manufacture the stator and rotor cores), we make the simplifying assumption that all
of the flux produced by the permanent magnets is contained within the machine. The problem then collapses
to the analysis of just four regions of different magnetic properties:
1. The rotor region, with an approximated relative permeability Ar = p/po = 500 and magnetization
M = 0. Because the rotor is thick compared to the stator, we do not consider the possibility of
magnetic saturation.
2. The distributed magnets region, with a relative permeability pr = 1 and a magnetization
M = ±(B,/po)y/, where B, is the value of the remanent magnetic flux density of the magnets; this
magnetization is distributed in a square-wave-like fashion along the outer periphery of the rotor;
3. The air-gap region, with a relative permeability pr = 1 and a magnetization M = 0;
4. The stator region, with an approximated relative permeability pr = 500 and magnetization M = 0;
For the purposes of the model, the cylindrical nature of the machine is approximated by a rectilinear
(Cartesian) coordinate system; this simplification is justifiable because the individual magnets see very little
local curvature along the rotor. The Cartesian version of the problem and the separation of the four regions
is depicted in Figure 3.1. Geometric variables shown here are equivalent to those defined in Figure 2.2, with
the exception of the intermagnet gap gm which is defined as 2gm.
Slots for windings
ts tw Region 4: Statorps = 500po
Da-
Da Region 3: Air gap
Dm- pa p=A
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Figure 3.1: Two-dimensional Cartesian approximation of motor components. The four regions of varying
magnetic properties are labeled.
3.2 Governing Equations and Analytical Solution
We begin with Ampere's law under the magneto-quasistatic assumption: V x H = J
The only flux that contributes to torque in the entire system comes only from the magnets; we therefore
ignore any magnetic fields caused by currents. Hence, V x H = 0. In this special case, vector calculus allows
the definition of H as the negative gradient of a scalar potential - in this case, the magnetic scalar potential
4, according to:
H = -V@ (3.1)
We then consider Gauss's law for magnetic fields, V -B = 0 noting in particular that B = p(H + M), where
.........   ..... . ...... - -- _ -____ ---
H is the magnetic field intensity and M is the magnetization. Now, assuming uniform P, we have:
V-p(H+M) = 0
V.H = -V-M( &MX &MY + MZN
Ox + ay OZ
The divergence of the magnetic field intensity in a region is therefore proportional to the divergence of the
magnetization in that region. In the entire two-dimensional problem, we only observe any magnetization in
the region of distributed magnets, and it is directed in the y direction. Within this region, however, the
magnetization is constant and purely dependent on the strength of the magnets used; we therefore conclude
89 x aB y a mzOMX 8MY OM
->V-H 0 (3.2)
Equations 3.1 and 3.2 allow us to collapse Maxwell's equations into a formulation that includes only V:
0 =V.H
=-V-V
oV2 = 0 (3.3)
This is Laplace's equation for the scalar magnetic potential and it is valid in all four regions of the problem.
Detailed derivations of the solutions to Laplace's equation and how to use them to find the flux density in a
region can be found in [7]. These solutions are summarized by Equations 3.4 and 3.5, which refer to variables
defined in Figure 3.2:
[ ,Tsinh k(y - yB) ,Bsinh(y - Y )
sinh kA sinh kA I
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of a planar layer in which a scalar potential is solved for using solutions to Laplace's
equation. OT and OB are the values of the potentials at the top and bottom region boundaries, respectively.
Equation 3.4 allows us to find the value of V) everywhere in one region if the values of 0 at the boundaries of
that region (VT and V)B/) are known. Equation 3.5 can be used to find the value of the y-directed flux density
at these boundaries. Obtaining B in the rest of the region is then done by using Equation 3.1 (H = -V@)
together with the relation B = p(H + M).
The problem now depends on the ability to obtain all the boundary values of @ at all five interfaces,
subject to the following set of boundary conditions:
1. All the flux is contained within the four regions presented; this means that B1  By = 0 for y = 0
and y = D,.
2. Since V x H = 0, the tangential components of H must be equal across the interface between two
regions; H = H (equivalent to H = Hi) at the interface between neighboring regions i and j.
3. The normal component of the flux density is always continuous across a boundary; hence, Bi= B3
(equivalent to B' = B ) at the interface between neighboring regions i and j.
Referring once again to the Cartesian approximation of the motor geometry presented in Figure 3.1, magnets
of width wm are placed side by side with a gap 2gm between them. Traveling in the x-direction in the magnet
region, we observe a square-wave-like magnetization waveform that has magnitudes Mo for north-oriented
(red) magnets, -Mo for south-oriented (blue) magnets, and 0 for inter-magnet gaps. This waveform is well
approximated by the following Fourier series (x = 0 is placed so that the waveform is purely odd):
2Mo - (cos kngm - cos kn(wm + gm)) nr
my (z) = -:k(m+2m sin(kaz); k, = Wm+2m, n odd. (3.6)
n odd kn(Wm + 2gm) Wm + 2gm
Here, kn is the wavenumber of the nth Fourier component of the series that defines M(x). Equations 3.4
and 3.5 provide expressions for 0, @)T, 7pB, BT, and BB5 for only a single x-directed wavenumber, k. Since
we are analyzing an entire series of waves as defined by Equation 3.6, we must consider all n harmonics of
these quantities. We must therefore rewrite Equations 3.4 and 3.5 as follows:
s( )=E V Tsinh k,(y- YB) _B sinh kn(Y- YT) sinkX
n odd n sinh kn A sinh kA A
BT 1(X, - coth k, A I k a TI )= sinh k, A (3.8)
BI I 1 ot k I
Byn(x, Y sinh kA cothknA n
To find @ everywhere using using Equation 3.7, a system of linearly independent equations involving all the
interface potentials must be solved. These equations are provided by the boundary conditions described
above: if we hold @T and OB in each of the four regions as the unknowns (for a total of eight unknowns),
the three inner interfaces provide two boundary conditions each (relating neighboring HII and B 1 ) and the
edges of the outermost regions provide two additional boundary conditions describing B1 , all for a total of
eight linearly independent equations. Specifically, we have:
1. The bottom of the rotor region:
B R(y = 0) =Pr D '
y =O
2. The rotor/magnet interface:
Hf (y =
y
)r)
and
B (y D,)
Spr DyD
= H (y = Dr)
DV)M
DDy=
B (y D,)
3. The magnet/air gap interface:
HY(y = Dm)
xy=D
Hj(y = Dm)
x y=D
and
B'(y = Dm)
- MY)
= B (y = Dm)
Dy
(3.13)
y=Dm
4. The air gap/stator interface:
H (y = Da)
DOOA
Oxy=D
B (y = Da)
(9y y=D
= H (y = Da)
Dx y=D,
BS(y = Da)
PS y=D
(3.14)
(3.15)
5. The top of the stator region:
D9 yDP S Dy y, D, 0(.6
(3.9)
(3.10)
- MY )
(3.11)
(3.12)
and
07o
IO y = Y
->0 pOO
( y y=Dm
= 0 (3.16)
Evaluating 0 using Equation 3.7 at the y-coordinate specified in the boundary conditions (Equations 3.9
through 3.16) allows us to define linear equations involving the V)T's and ,'S of the different regions,
resulting in a simple reduction of the following form:
A' = b (3.17)
where A is the 8 x 8 matrix and T and b are the 1 x 8 vectors shown in Figure 3.3. This procedure is
repeated for every harmonic present in the magnetization waveform (Equation 3.6), and these individual
harmonic contributions to V) are then summed to produce the total V@.
The last step in the quest to find the magnetic flux density everywhere is to return to the definition,
B = p(H + M) and substitute H with -V@. At this point, @ is determined everywhere in the problem; the
x and y-components of B in the different regions are found with the help of MATLAB's gradient function.
The solution is then sampled for drawing and evaluating purposes.
3.2.1 Incorporating a Resistance Model
The ultimate goal of the analytical model is to find the motor geometry that would result in optimal
operation, where the term optimal implies lowest 12R (Ohmic) losses. Previous sections describe how, for a
given torque, the value of the active current can be found; the only remaining variable for the losses is R,
the phase resistance. Finding the phase resistance for a particular motor geometry depends on t, (winding
thickness), w, (winding width), d (axial length of motor), p (number of poles), m (number of windings per
pole per phase), and a reasonable estimate for the length of a single winding end-turn, a(Wm + 2gm). a has
a value greater than 1 that accounts for bends in end-turns and other factors that contribute to additional
winding length. From this information, the total length L and cross-sectional area A of each phase can be
expressed the following way (using variables shown in Figure 2.2):
L = m -p - (d + a(wm + 2m)) (3.18)
A = tw, -W (3.19)
In our model, a value of a = 2 is used. Knowing the electrical resistivity pe of the winding and the number
no of phases, the total Ohmic losses are given by
nI2 R
(from Equation 2.6)p2m2n,,A
totPe d a(wm + 2gm) (3.20)
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Figure 3.3: Linear representation of the 8 x 8 system specified by the boundary conditions in all four regions of the problem.
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3.2.2 Implications of the Analytical Flux-Model
The analytical model developed here has the following important implication: for any given set of feasible
geometric constraints, the values of the x and y-directed flux densities in all regions can be rapidly (- Is)
found. In addition, the model predicts the total Ohmic losses using Equation 3.20 that will be incurred by
the motor for the given geometry. This achievement will permit for an iterative, almost brute-force approach
at finding the optimal geometry and do so in reasonable time. To avoid overly optimistic results, we used
the reduced value of 1.0 T for the magnets' remanent flux density, which the manufacturer rates to be 1.3 T.
3.3 Visualization of Analytical Solutions
A visual representation of the fields found by the analytical model becomes useful, if not necessary, to
develop a qualitative understanding for how different motor geometries affect operation. A number of
MATLAB's plotting tools can be used to represent the geometries being considered. These figures can then
be overlaid with the plot of the fields found by the model to provide a comprehensive image illustrating
field lines. Figure 3.4 is an example of such an image. It is a plot of the magnetic flux density, B, over
a specified interval along the periphery of the motor. As described in previous sections, B is found using
B = p(H + M) = p(-V + M)
with M given by the square wave-like function due to the magnet distribution, and VV solved for by the
analytical model.
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Figure 3.4: Visual representation of flux lines for a given geometry. A starting point and a length is defined
for each line, and MATLAB collects vector information to complete the line. Some lines appear thicker
because they are drawn over more than once - the plots do not intend to convey any additional information
with different line thicknesses.
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There are two principal characteristics of interest that can be qualitatively assessed by inspecting these
plots:
1. Severity of fringing fields (fraction of flux lines that do not reach the stator);
2. Density of field lines in the stator core (too dense suggests magnetic saturation; too sparse means the
stator can be trimmed to save space)
By varying some of the geometric variables, we can produce figures that lead us in the direction of a
good design. For example, it is intuitively clear that we do not want a large gap between magnets because
these gaps do not contribute any flux. However, too small a gap would result in increased field fringing (field
lines that never make it to the stator interface and therefore do not contribute any torque). This reasoning
suggests the existence of an optimal ratio between magnet gap (9m) and magnet width (wm). Figures 3.5(a)
and 3.5(b) show what happens when the gap between the magnets is small or large (respectively), all else
being equal.
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(a) Flux lines for narrow magnet-gap design. (b) Flux lines for wide magnet-gap design.
Figure 3.5: Flux lines for different magnet-gap designs. All dimensions other than the gap are the same
(different axes distort perception). The percentage of fringing fields in the narrow-gap design is significant
(greater than 50%).
Another factor that contributes to the severity of fringing fields is the thickness of the air gap. Intuitively,
it must be as thin as possible; manufacturing constraints, however, impose a limit on how thin it can be.
Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) show how motor designs with different air gap thicknesses affect the level of fringing.
The second qualitative assessment we can make with the help of these images is the level of magnetic
saturation in the stator core. When a ferromagnetic material (such as the silicon-steel used in the fabrication
of the stator) is magnetically saturated, any increase in externally applied magnetic field results in no
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Figure 3.6: Flux lines for different air-gap designs. All dimensions other than the gap are the same (different
axes distort perception). Fringing is more severe in larger air-gap designs.
increased magnetization of the material. Rather than remaining within the confines of the material, flux
lines will increasingly fringe outside the boundaries imposed by the core and any predictions made by
analytical model described above lose reliability; moreover, any energy that these lines could provide is lost.
The easiest way to avoid saturation is to fabricate a thick stator core (that is to say, increase t,). At the same
time, however, the outer diameter of the rotor needs to be as large as possible to increase torque supplied
to the shaft. Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) show how differing stator thicknesses affect the density of field lines
in the stator.
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(a) Flux lines for thin stator design.
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Figure 3.7: Flux lines for designs with different stator thicknesses. All dimensions other than the stator
thickness are the same. Closely packed lines in the thin-stator design indicate a very high flux density in the
stator.
Plots of field lines produced in this manner serve as excellent visual tools to help understand how flux
is distributed in the system and allow for us to analyze the different geometries in a systematic way. For
example, Figure 3.8 shows how Ohmic losses depend on the number of poles and axial thickness.
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Figure 3.8: Graph displaying the effect of pole number and axial thickness on Ohmic
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Every point in the graph represents a unique design where all other variables (magnet thickness, rotor
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current is necessary to produce the required torque - resulting in high Ohmic losses. For a high pole count,
winding end-turns become longer and field fringing increases, also resulting in high Ohmic losses. The locally
optimal point occurs somewhere in between, where a balance is met between phase resistance and magnet
spacing. The role of axial thickness is as we expect it: the longer the active length of the wire in a given
slot, the less current is necessary to produce a given torque - which leads to lower Ohmic losses. However,
we want to keep the motor layer as thin as possible.
We note that the globally optimal design might not be present in this graph because we are only varying
the pole pair count and axial length - the other variables might not be set at their optimal point. The next
section describes how an iterative procedure is adopted in order to find the optimal design.
3.4 Iterative Approach and Optimization Results
3.4.1 Description of Iterative Approach
The analytical model developed for geometry optimization works so quickly that it is possible - even desirable
- to analyze the complete design space available for the motor design. Specifically, lower and upper bounds
were selected for each thickness tr, t m, ta, tw, ts, and the pole pair count p. Table 3.1 lists these bounds. A
nested f or-loop was then run to iteratively analyze every design within the specified bounds.1 Each analysis
produced a row in a large table and stored important values (losses, B, in the stator, geometric variables,
etc.) to represent the results of the analysis.
Table 3.1: Description of upper and lower bounds on the variables that were looped over.
Bounds on Variables
Lower Upper Resolution Units # of designs
tr 3.0 12.5 0.5 mm 10
tm 4.0 8.0 0.4 mm 10
ta 1 1.9 0.1 mm 10
t, 1.0 1.9 0.1 mm 10
p 1 51 5 pole pairs 11
As implied by the table, a total of 110,000 designs were analyzed. The total computational run time
was about 26 hours, implying an average time of 0.85 seconds per analysis. Naturally, because the design
space shown here is so vast, a great majority of the designs probed by the model were inadequate. However,
the process was fully automated and managed to fully condense all the important information about every
possible design in a simple table over the course of little more than a day. Recent developments have shown
the use of fast algorithms for the finite-element analysis (FEA) of magnetic fields [8], specifically for use in
'The loops did not include t, because doing so would over-constrain the problem (ts is a function of the four other thicknesses).
the design of electric machines. Using such tools could have certainly produced more complete and more
precise information about any given design. The primary concern, however, was not the exactness of any
model; rather, it was the ability to easily compare different designs and filter through them to find the
optimal one.
3.4.2 Optimization Results
The exhaustive search produced the geometries shown in table 3.2 as two of the lowest-loss designs:
Table 3.2: Optimal geometries and predicted performance for two low-loss designs
tr tm ta tw ts Wm 2 gm ww gw max(B,) Itot io P10ss
mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm T A A W
10 pole pairs 9.5 4.5 1.0 1.6 3.3 10.4 2.0 4.5 0.7 1.1 324 8.1 1.6
16 pole pairs 9.5 4.5 1.0 1.6 3.3 5.8 2.0 2.8 0.7 0.53 354 5.5 1.8
The main reason why two designs were considered is the fact that the analytical model did not predict
losses due to eddy-currents in the stator core. One difference between the two designs shown above is the
azimuthal magnetic flux density in the stator (B2). If core losses are indeed secondary to Ohmic losses, then
the 10-pole-pair design will be used. If core losses do become a concern, the 16-pole-pair design is a suitable
alternative with a lower azimuthal flux density. We note that Ohmic losses in the 16 pole-pair design are
higher even though its io is lower. This effect is a result of the narrower winding width, ww, which causes
more resistive phase windings.
3.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter showed a detailed analytical solution to Laplace's equation for the magnetic scalar potential V)
in four regions and how it was then used to predict the motor's performance. The use of an analytical model
(rather than a tool that uses FEA to simulate fields) allowed to systematically and automatically inspect
any design in the given space and place the results in a table so that they could be filtered rapidly by hand.
Ultimately, two different designs were chosen to account for the possibility of significant core losses that were
not analyzed by the model.
Chapter 4
Motor Fabrication and Assembly
This chapter provides a detailed account of the motor fabrication process as well its integration with a
stainless-steel analog of the PHUMP device. Both the rotor and stator were designed based on the results
of the optimization model described in the previous chapter. However, we did not want to use custom-made
magnets or wire and therefore searched for commercially available materials whose dimensions came closest
to those required by the model for an optimal design.
4.1 Pre-fabrication Considerations
The model that predicted Ohmic losses in the motor assumed that the windings were made with rectangular
wire. Although such wire exists, it is difficult to work with and create a fully wound stator. Instead, we
considered the different types of wire that were available in the lab and examined which was best suited for
creating the wound structure. Several differently shaped stators were fabricated out of ABS plastic using a
3-D printer and the winding process was tested out using different types of wire. Figure 4.1 is a photograph
of such a stator, partially wound with enamel coated copper wire.
Figure 4.1: Photograph of partially wound 3-D printed ABS plastic stator.
Ultimately, 0.9 mm enamel coated copper wire was selected. It proved relatively easy to thread through
the stator slots and make end-turn bends flat enough. However, such wire is clearly more resistive than the
thick rectangular wire used in the model. We therefore chose to thread two windings in each slot which
allows to reduce the current per winding by a factor of two. In-stock magnets that came closest in size
measured 3/8" x 3/16" x 3/16". Table 4.1 indicates the final values of the geometric variables compared to
the optimal values obtained in the previous chapter, as well as a prediction for Ohmic losses based on these
updates. We note that although the Ohmic losses increased, the predicted losses for the actual dimensions
are still well beneath the available budget of 3.3 W.
Table 4.1: Comparison of Model and Actual Dimensions and Losses
tr tm ta tw ts wm 2gm ww gw max(Bx) Itot io foss
mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm T A A W
Model 9.5 4.5 1.0 1.6 3.3 10.4 2.0 4.5 0.7 1.1 324 8.1 1.6
Actual 9.5 4.8 1.0 1.8 5.0 9.3 2.0 0.9 3.0 0.69 334 4.2 2.2
There are several notable differences to be explained. First, the stator thickness was increased to 5.0 mm
because we feared that a thinner core would not supply enough mechanical support. As a result, the
azimuthal flux density, B2, decreases significantly. The trade-off here is a shorter rotor radius which results
in a lower torque given all other variables. Second, we notice that Itot increases slightly. This increase is due
to the sub-optimal values of the geometric variables that arise from the new magnet dimensions as well as
the thicker stator. Third, we see that io decreases. As explained above, using multiple windings per slot (ie,
increasing m, the number of windings per pole per phase) allows for less current to run in each phase. In this
case, the trade-off is that the current has to flow through a longer winding with a reduced cross-sectional
area.
4.2 Description of Fabrication Processes
4.2.1 Rotor
During operation, the rotor does not move relative to the magnets. Hence, the rotor is not subject to
alternating flux, so no appreciable eddy-currents (which contribute to magnetic loss) occur. By this reasonig,
the rotor need not be fabricated from laminated material. For simplicity, it was machined from solid carbon-
steel and was designed in such a way to include little indices that ensure regular spacing between magnets.
These details are shown in Figure 4.2(a). The rotor was a relatively complex part to machine with standard
workshop tools (mill, lathe, etc.), but could easily be cut using a water jet because of its two-dimensional
shape. Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB) magnetsi with a rated remanent flux density B, = 1.3 T were
distributed along the periphery and glued into place with common super-glue (cyanoacrylate).
4.2.2 Stator
A common material used to manufacture stator cores in different types of motor is laminated silicon steel.
It is highly permeable (p > 10), not prone to corrosion, and the laminations drastically reduce losses caused
by induced eddy-currents. Figure 4.2(b) is a photograph of the 10 pole-pair stator. Laminations of 29-gauge
M19 silicon steel were coated with C5 (a high-resistance inorganic coating), laser-cut, annealed to relieve
internal thermal stresses induced by the cutting, and stacked. Four laser welds on the outer periphery of the
stator hold the stack in one piece. No glue was used in the stacking process. All of these operations were
handled by Polaris Laser Laminations, LLC.
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Figure 4.2: Photographs of (a) 10 pole-pair rotor and (b) unwound 10 pole-pair stator.
1Hysteresis curves and other properties can be found on the following website:
http://www. intemag. com/uploads/RareX20EarthX/20MagnetsX20DataX20Book/PDFX20Book/RE-_PLT-Data-Book.pdf
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The stator was wound using 0.9 mm enamel-coated copper wire. The winding process could not be
automated with the help of any machinery; instead, each winding had to be individually threaded into the
slots and snaked around the stator by hand. The most critical step during this assembly process was to
ensure no short circuits were present between the windings and the stator. Kapton tape was used to line
each individual slot, reducing the chance of the stator cutting through the enamel insulation of the windings
as they were threaded through. Figure 4.3 shows part of a wound stator.
Figure 4.3: Photograph showing the corner of a wound 10-pole stator.
To keep the motor design as simple as possible, we adopted a full-pitch three-phase Y-connected winding
scheme with two windings per pole per phase. Figure 4.4 shows how the windings were distributed amongst
the 60 slots in the 10 pole-pair stator.
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Figure 4.4: Diagram displaying the adopted winding scheme.
Each circle represents a wire; dots and crosses represent the direction of the current in each wire. The
stator slots are delimited with a thick vertical line, and each slot carries two wires. The slots are further
separated into their radially outer and inner "halves" with a horizontal dotted line. Red lines depict end-turn
continuity of the wire across the top of the stator; similarly, blue lines show the end-turn continuity of the
wire across the bottom of the stator. The three phases are marked A, B, and C (primed letters indicate
current running in the opposite direction). As the rotor magnets pass by the slots, the motor controller
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ensures that the windings carry the correct configuration of currents so as to provide torque. Details about
how this commutation is achieved are described in Section 5.1.
4.3 Integration with PHUMP analog
One of the most challenging aspects of assembling the motor was designing the mechanical connections that
would bring the stator and rotor together with the rest of the PHUMP assembly. With limited volume avail-
able for anything other than the interdigitated impeller/condenser structure, any bearings and supporting
material had to remain extremely low profile.
Figure 4.3 shows an exploded 3-dimensional and cross-sectional view of the stainless steel PHUMP analog
and highlights the components that provide structural stability in the integrated device. A separate piece
(labeled "Bearing support") holds the top bearing in place while still allowing air to flow through. A section
of the central shaft overhangs the bearing by about 0.25", onto which the rotor is mounted and then fixed
into place with a top nut. The entire motor layer is held in place by four nuts affixed to the vertical rods in
the four corners of the PHUMP analog. A photograph of the completed structure is provided in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: CAD drawings showing (a) exploded 3D and (b) cross-sectional views of PHUMP analog assembly.
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Figure 4.6: Photograph of the assembled PHUMP analog, integrated with motor. In this picture, the motor
is spinning at about 5000 RPM. The three stationary spokes hold the bearing into place and allow air to
flow through the PHUMP's axial column.
4.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter described the principal steps in the fabrication of the motor and its integration with a stainless
steel analog of the PHUMP device. The rotor was machined from solid carbon steel, and the stator is
comprised of laser-cut and annealed silicon steel laminations. Copper wire was wound in a full-pitch three-
phase scheme. Integration with the PHUMP analog required machining new low-profile parts that ensured
alignment and allowed the rotor to spin freely.
.... .........
Chapter 5
Control and Power Electronics
This chapter provides a summary of how commutation is achieved in brushless motors. Additionally, it
provides a detailed description of the various control schemes that were implemented in order to power the
motor that was developed as discussed in previous chapters. Once a variable-speed control scheme was
implemented, it was possible to gather experimental data on air flow through the system and characterize
various aspects of the PHUMP's operating regime. Experimental results are given in Chapter 6.
5.1 Commutation in Three-Phase Brushless DC Motors
As a rotor magnet passes by an axially-directed current-carrying wire, a force is produced on the magnet
which results in a net torque about the rotor's axis. However, as an adjacent magnet approaches the same
wire, a torque in the opposite direction is produced unless the direction of the current is reversed. The act of
switching currents back and forth so as to produce a smooth average torque in a single direction is referred
to as commutation. The essential feedback mechanism with which to implement commutation is described
by Figure 5.1. The figure shows the motor providing information about its rotor position, 0, to a controller
which processes this information and allows an inverter to apply the appropriate phase currents, iA, 'B, and
ic, to the motor. Figure 5.2 provides a step-by-step overview of the six stages that make up this process
for a single electrical cycle in a Y-connected 3-phase machine. Figure 5.3 provides current waveforms that
correspond to the phase currents in each of these six time steps.
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Figure 5.1: General feedback mechanism that enables commutation in brushless machines.
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Figure 5.2: Step-by-step guide to 6-step commutation for one electrical cycle. The direction of the current
in the windings changes as the magnets move. Local forces on the magnets (and, consequently, on the rotor)
always point in the same direction to provide a net torque.
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Figure 5.3: Current waveforms in the three phases as a function of time. Positive
coming out of the page. Here, phase A leads C leads B by 120' (electrical).
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Control of brushless motors falls in two principal categories. One category is position-sensored control,
in which hardware such shaft encoders or Hall effect sensors provide direct information about the rotor's
incremental position. This rotor motion is used to implement the excitation algorithm described in Figures
5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. The second category is sensorless control, in which no external hardware is used to
detect rotor position. Instead, the position feedback is replaced by terminal voltage measurements. These
measurements are then used to estimate rotor position as needed to implement the excitation shown in these
same figures.
Sensorless control provides a number of advantages that are specific to the PHUMP project. Without the
need for additional hardware, more of the limited volume available can be used for heat transfer. Furthermore,
such hardware would likely impede the flow of air through the PHUMP's central column. The only drawback
is a slightly more complex circuit board which must include the necessary logic to correctly excite the three
phases. However, with the abundance of commercially available integrated circuits designed for motor
control, an "all-in-one" solution should be simple enough to create.
5.2 Developing a Position-Sensored Control Scheme
Although the ultimate goal of this project was to implement sensorless control for the motor, we chose to
first develop sensored control in order to understand its functionality and characterize different modes of
operation. This way, any difficulties associated with the design of sensorless control can be sequentialized
and pushed to a later time after we have developed an understanding for the basic feedback mechanism.
The virtue of such a control scheme is that it focuses phase excitation given exact rotor position and allows
for the development of efficient control at different speeds. In addition, it provides accurate information
about power dissipation, power factor, and voltage and current waveforms that is independent of the control
scheme used - we later used this information to develop efficient and robust sensorless control.
The (incremental) angular position of a spinning body is commonly measured using an optical shaft
encoder. A transparent codewheel which contains a known number of shaded markings on its periphery
is placed between a photo-sensor and a light-emitting device. As the codewheel spins, the markings block
the incoming light at determined positions. The photo-sensor output can then be monitored to obtain
information about both incremental angular position and velocity. Typically, these codewheels also have a
home signal that pulses once after every complete revolution.
One unknown control input that significantly affects run-time efficiency of the motor is the amount by
which the stator flux wave leads the rotor (ie, currents in the stator take on the values described in the
time-stepping diagram in Figure 5.2 before the magnets reach the corresponding position). Using the figure
as the defining point for a zero lead angle, a lead anywhere in the range of -600 to +60' (electrical) would
result in net positive torque. However, introducing such a change would dramatically impact the amount of
consumed power. We therefore wanted the ability to vary the lead angle without affecting other parameters.
The inputs to the sensored control scheme are therefore as follows:
" Incremental position information about the rotor provided by the shaft encoder;
* A value of the desired phase advance (lead angle 3SR).
The value of the currents in the phases is externally set by an adjustable power supply. The outputs are
the three phase currents which follow the 6-stepping commutation cycle shown previously. The following
sections describe how a custom-designed printed circuit-board (PCB) was conceived to achieve this behavior.
5.2.1 Strategy: from Shaft Encoder to Commutation
A high-level block diagram of the sensored controller is provided in Figure 5.4. Information from the shaft
encoder, which includes both the photo-sensor output and the home signal, is fed to a counter which clears
to zero at every assertion of the home signal. Every "tick" produced by the photo-sensor corresponds to
a known fraction of a revolution, and the value held by the counter at any time translates to the precise
angular position of the rotor relative to the "home" position. Added to the counter value is an arbitrary
phase advance, and this sum is fed to a one-to-one lookup table which determines the combination of phase
currents to be excited in the stator. The gate driver opens and closes the switches in the inverter that allow
power to flow into the stator and does so according to the output of the lookup table.
Gate Driver Inverter
- - Incremental
+- Counter1-Tosto Shaft Encoder
Table d 
-Reset Hm us
Lookup * dLmPus
:e Phase advance
Figure 5.4: High-level block diagram of the different components that comprise the sensored control scheme.
Shaft Encoder
We obtained a 500-mark codewheel' and corresponding encoder 2 from US-Digital, a company selling spe-
cialized motion control components, and attached them to the PHUMP analog. As described above, the
encoder provides two pieces of information that are of value to the controller:
iPart number HUBDISK-1-500-157-I by US Digital
2 Part number HEDS-9140-AOO by US Digital
1. A home signal, which pulses exactly once per full revolution;
2. A rectangular wave corresponding to the output of the photo-sensor.
Counter
With the shaft encoder producing 500 pulses per revolution, a 9-bit counter was required to store information
about incremental rotor position. Three 4-bit synchronous counters3 were cascaded to produce this result.
The home pulse from the shaft encoder acted as a clearing signal and set the value of the counters to zero
when asserted. While the rotor is spinning, the counter increments by one for every 1/500 of a revolution.
Phase advance
User-defined phase advance is achieved using a 9-bit DIP (dual in-line package) switch. A value ranging
from 0 to 511 can be set manually, and determines the relative lead, 6 SR, of the stator flux wave relative to
the rotor.
Adder
The adder 4 sums the values provided by the counter and the phase advance and feeds the result to the
lookup table.
Lookup Table
A programmable memory 5 was used to relate the input from the adder to a series of outputs that determine
the configuration of currents in the stator. The inverter is comprised of six N-channel MOSFETs (Metal-
Oxide-Semiconducting Field-Effect Transistor); the lookup table produces values that control each one of
their gates to output the 6-step current waveform seen in Figure 5.3.
Gate Driver
The gate driver 6 serves as an interface between the logic and the power sections of the controller. It converts
logic-level voltages (0 -5 V) produced by the lookup table to levels required by the transistors in the inverter
(up to 600 V).
3 Part number 74ACT161 by Fairchild Semiconductor
4 Part number 74HC283 by Philips Semiconductors
5 Part number M27C256B by ST Microelectronics
6 Part number M27C256B by Fairchild Semiconductor
Inverter
A custom inverter was designed using six N-channel MOSFETs. 7 These parts have a low Drain-Source On-
State Resistance (RDS(on)) of about 1 mQ and therefore dissipate much less power than the stator windings.
The output of the inverter is fed directly to the three phase leads of the stator.
5.3 PCB Design for Sensored Controller
The previous section provided a high-level description of the Sensored Controller. The final board schematic
and layout, produced using Advanced Circuit's "PCB Artist" software, are provided below. A photograph
of the PHUMP analog with the codewheel and encoder attached is provided in Figure 5.7.
7 Part number Si4116DY by Vishay Siliconix
Counters - Encoder Signal
Figure 5.6: PCB layout for sensored controller.
Figure 5.7: Photograph of analog PHUMP with attached codewheel and encoder.
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5.4 Developing a Position-Sensorless Control Scheme
The sensored controller was capable of making the motor spin at speeds of up to 6000 RPM (an artificially
imposed safety limit). Multiple measurements were made that revealed the relationship between lead angle
and power consumption, terminal voltage and phase currents, and overall power dissipation. This infor-
mation served as a basis for the design of the position-sensorless control scheme, which relies on terminal
measurements to convey information about rotor position rather than using additional position-sensing hard-
ware. This section describes some of the theory behind sensorless control of brushless DC machines, and
then reveals how a second PCB was designed to successfully implement sensorless control of the PHUMP
motor.
5.4.1 Sensorless Commutation of Brushless DC Motors
Descriptions provided in this section are largely drawn from [6], [3], and [1]. Selections are reproduced here
to provide a summarizing, rather than extremely detailed, overview of the theory of sensorless control.
The underlying principle for sensorless commutation of BLDC motors is the fact that a motor also
behaves like a generator: in each of the three phase windings, the alternating flux wave from the rotor
magnets produce an alternating voltage that is proportional to the rotor's angular velocity. This voltage
is known as the back-voltage, or back-electro-motive-force (BEMF). At any given time in the 6-stepping
commutation scheme presented above, one of the phases is turned off, meaning that no external voltage
is applied to the corresponding terminal. During that time, the BEMF produced on that terminal can be
measured to estimate the rotor position.
Specifically, there is a well-defined point during this "off"-interval for when the BEMF switches sign
relative to neutral. This instant is known as the BEMF's zero-crossing point, and it occurs precisely when
the coil axis is collinear with the rotor flux axis. Shown in Figure 5.8 is a copy of Figure 5.2(a), in which
the red north-polarized magnet is situated symmetrically about the phase A coil (which is turned off). The
coil's magnetic axis leads the rotor by 900 (electrical). Extending this observation to the circular symmetry
of the entire rotor, we see that all the magnets have their flux axes aligned in this manner. It is at this
instant that the BEMF measured on the phase A terminal changes sign. By monitoring the "off" phase for
a zero-crossing in the BEMF, the rotor's exact position is known, and because the angular velocity can be
deduced from the frequency of the zero-crossings, a trigger for the next commutation step can be computed.
This process occurs twice per phase per electrical cycle
One important note here is that commutation is not what determines the angular velocity of the motor.
This velocity is determined by the applied terminal voltage. Hence, the speed of the motor can be adjusted
by regulating this voltage, which is achieved by adjusting the duty cycle of a pulse-width-modulated (PWM)
waveform that is applied to each terminal. Varying the duty cycle in this manner can produce any effective
A B'C A'B C'
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Figure 5.8: The first snapshot of the 6-stepping scheme shown in Figure 5.2. We see that the phase A
coil's magnetic axis leads the rotor by 900 (ie, the stator flux due to the phase A coil is 0 when the coil is
symmetrically situated about the rotor magnets).
voltage in the range between 0 and Vmax, the maximum terminal voltage (which occurs when the duty cycle
of the PWM waveforms is 100%).
5.4.2 Strategy: from Terminal Measurements to Commutation
A high-level block diagram of the sensorless controller is provided in Figure 5.9. Rather than relying on
a shaft encoder to acquire rotor position information, the controller makes use of direct terminal voltage
measurements (VA, VB, VC) and estimates rotor position based on the algorithm outlined above. The rest
of the circuit is identical to the sensored controller: the gate-state information is fed to a gate driver, which
then controls the gates on the transistors in the inverter.
GaeDriver Inverter M
A", VB, VC
Controller and
Estimator
Figure 5.9: High-level block diagram of the sensorless controller.
5.4.3 PWM Sensorless Controller for 3-Phase Y-connected BLDC Motors
Toshiba Corporation commercially sells a self-contained integrated circuit8 that includes all the necessary
components (sensorless algorithm, robust start-up algorithms, etc.) to provide variable-speed sensorless
commutation and PWM current control for three-phase Y-connected BLDC motors. Inputs to this chip
include an analog voltage that determines the duty cycle of the PWM waveform presented on the terminals,
which in turn controls motor speed; this input is made externally available to the user. Another input is
8 Part number TB6576FNG by Toshiba, documented in [10])
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the phase advance, which can be chosen to be either 7.5' or 150 (electrical) - a limitation of the chip is that
only these two values are available for the phase advance.
Similarly to the sensored controller, logic outputs produced by the Toshiba chip are fed to the gate driver
which in turn actuates the gates in the inverter. A block diagram for the resulting circuit is shown in Figure
5.10. As shown, the three phase terminals are connected together through high-value resistors. At any time
during the commutation algorithm, one of these is tied high (at Vmax), a second one is tied low (at 0), and
the third is open and carries with it the voltage fluctuations that are characteristic to the rotor position.
A low pass filter eliminates the high frequencies effected by the PWM excitation scheme, and the value of
the open phase is compared to the midpoint voltage between Vmax and 0 by means of a comparator. A zero
crossing point is detected when the comparator's output changes sign; this information is then internally
processed by the Toshiba chip to excite the correct phases as the next time step approaches.
Vmax =VpS
GaeDriver- Inverter M
VA, 
B-I
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Speed control Toshiba I + Low pass
(analog voltage) TB6576FNG filter
Phase Advance Zero-Crossing Detector
Figure 5.10: Block diagram for sensorless controller with Toshiba chip.
5.5 PCB Design for Sensorless Controller
The final board schematic and layout for the sensorless controller, produced using Advanced Circuit's "PCB
Artist" software, are provided below. Rotational speeds of up to 7000 RPM were observed before a magnet
detached from the rotor and flung off, but faster speeds are theoretically possible. Precise information about
power consumption is provided in Chapter 6. Photographs of the assembled controller boards are shown in
Figure 5.13. Both designs include multiple status LEDs that indicate the state of the overall systems and
make debugging easier when errors occur.
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Figure 5.12: PCB layout for sensorless controller.
1 cm
Figure 5.13: Photographs of completed controller boards for (left) sensored and (right) sensorless control
schemes.
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5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter described how commutation is achieved in brushless DC motors, and how two different control
schemes were adopted to create variable-speed control for the PHUMP motor. The first board used an optical
shaft encoder to sense rotor position and additionally included the ability to control the phase difference
between the stator and rotor flux waves. The second board used a commercially available integrated circuit
developed by Toshiba to implement a position-sensorless control scheme in which commutation is achieved
by estimating rotor position from terminal voltage measurements. Rotational speeds of up to 7000 RPM
were observed before a mechanical failure occurred, but higher speeds are theoretically achievable. Successful
motor-speed control allowed for significant analysis of air flow through the analog PHUMP to follow.
Chapter 6
Experimental Results
This chapter describes the experimental data gathered in a series of experiments designed to characterize
the motor which was fabricated according to the descriptions in Chapter 4. These experiments include
determining the motor constant K 1 , phase inductances and resistances, reconstructing terminal voltage
waveforms based on current measurements to validate resistance and reaction models, and evaluating the
effects of different values of stator/rotor flux lead 6 SR on motor operation. In addition, a rotor spin-down
test was conducted to evaluate the torques acting on the device while in operation. To validate the analytical
model from Chapter 3, it is run using this torque value to see how well the predicted phase current matches
the measured amount.
6.1 Determining Basic Motor Parameters
The relationship between the mechanical rotor speed Q and back-voltage Ebemf (equivalently, motor torque
T and terminal current it) for each phase can be derived directly from Faraday's law and conservation of
energy. It is given according to the equations below:
Ebemf(Pt) = Q - K - sin wt (6.1)
T(wt) = K- it(t) -sinwt (6.2)
where wt = 0 denotes rotor position in electrical radians. We note that W = Q .p/2, where p is the pole count.
K is a function of the number of poles, the number of windings per phase, and the air-gap flux density, all
of which are constant in our system. Determining K would allow for a physical estimate of Ohmic losses in
the windings by fixing a torque value and solving for terminal current, and would serve as a first-order point
'This value determines the relationship between motor speed and terminal voltage, and is the same as the constant of
proportionality that relates torque and current. It is measured in units of V / (rad/s) - or equiYalently, Nm/A
of comparison to the predictions made by the analytical model. For this purpose, two 4" x 4" end-bells
were fashioned out of aluminum with bearings press fit in a precision-centered hole. Figure 6.1 provides a
photograph of this end-bell assembly as well as a CAD schematic of its cross-section. Custom made precision
brass washers ensure the correct spacing between the plates in all four corners, and the shaft is fixed to the
rotor with a set screw.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: (a) Photograph and (b) cross-section of end-bell assembly used to determine the motor constant.
The motor constant can be experimentally determined by measuring the line-to-neutral open-circuit
terminal voltage output while the rotor is spinning at a known velocity. A Dremel tool was used to drive
the shaft. The terminal voltage response to the spinning rotor for one of the phases was captured with an
oscilloscope and is plotted in Figure 6.2 as a graph of peak BEMF as a function of speed.
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Figure 6.2: Terminal voltage response to spinning rotor.
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The slope of the best-fit line in Figure 6.2 is 6.27 x 10- 3 (ra,/s) and corresponds to K. This value can
be used to calculate the current required to produce the rated torque of 30 r 57.3 mN-m, where524 (rad/s) 573 -,whr
524 rad/s corresponds to a rotational speed of 5000 RPM.
In a three phase machine, torque and phase current are related according to
27r 27r
r =K ia(t) sin(wt) +i(t) sin(wt + ) + i(t) sin(wt - ) (6.3)3 3
If the phase currents ia, ib, and ic take the form of balanced sinusoids with magnitude I1 and phases that
match the sinusoids in Equation 6.3, the above expression collapses to
3
T = -K1 (6.4)2
We can use the slope of the graph in Figure 6.2 to evaluate I1, the peak phase current, and consequently
solve for the peak current per winding per phase ii according to:
1 1 2r 1 2 - 57.3 x 10-3 Nm
2 2 3-K 2 3 -6.27 x 10-3 (Nm/A)
= 3.0 A per winding per phase. (6.5)
This value sets a baseline for comparison with the currents predicted in Chapter 4. One should note,
however, that the predictions in Table 4.1 correspond to the 6-stepping commutation scheme described in
earlier sections, not a perfectly sinusoidal waveform which is what the amplitude ii refers to. One can still
compare the two by considering the Fourier expansion of the 6-stepping waveform and looking only at the
amplitude of its fundamental component, which is 1.103 times the its amplitude:
i1 = 1.103 x io (6.6)
Hence, the prediction of 4.2 A for io in Table 4.1 is equivalent to a sinusoidal amplitude i1 = 1.103 x 4.2 =
4.6 A. We notice a significant difference between the model and experimental current predictions. A number
of "safety" factors that were placed in the model during the design phase of the motor account for this fact.
Specifically, the model was run with 1.0 T strong magnets (rather than their rated remanent flux density
of 1.3 T), which resulted directly in a greater current requirement to provide a given torque. Running the
model with the geometric variables as defined in Table 4.1 and a magnet strength of 1.3 T yields an expected
current per winding per phase io = 3.2 A. Applying the same Fourier factor yields i1 = 3.5 A, which is
within 15% of the value experimentally predicted above.
6.2 Reconstructing Terminal Voltage Waveforms
This section describes how terminal voltage waveforms were reconstructed using only information about
phase inductances, phase resistances, and terminal current measurements. The ability to reconstruct voltage
waveforms in this manner would confirm the accuracy of the different motor parameters and the model as
a whole. Specifically, we obtained current waveforms and processed them according to the motor's state
equations in an attempt to reconstruct line-to-neutral terminal voltage waveforms - and then compared the
reconstruction to measured data to see how well they matched.
An electrical circuit model that depicts a single isolated motor phase (ie, without explicitly showing
mutual inductances) is shown in Figure 6.3. A phase winding with resistance R and synchronous inductance
L sees a back-voltage Ebemf produced by the spinning rotor.
i. R L
Vt Ebemf = KQ cos wt
Figure 6.3: Equivalent circuit model for one isolated phase.
We can deduce the relationships between terminal voltage vt and current it according to:
ot (wt) = KQ cos wt + Rit + L ait (6.7)
at
Taking into account all phases and the fact that mutual inductance terms arise between the three windings,
we have
VA(Wt) KAcoswt RA 0 0 iA LAA MAB MAC A
vB(wt) -KB cosut - + 0 RB 0 [B + MBA LBB MBC -(68)
t Kc cos(wt + ) [0 0 Rc_ MCA MCB Lcc  s7+ I
where Lij is the phase self-inductance for phase i and Mij is the mutual inductance between phases i and j,
where i, j C {A, B, C}. We ignore leakage inductances that may be present in the system because they are
small compared to the self- and mutual inductances present. All phase resistances and self-inductances were
measured using a four-point probe. Because the motor is symmetrically wound, all the motor constants,
phase resistances, self-inductances, and mutual inductances are the same: KA - KB - Kc, RA = RB = Rc,
LAA = LBB = Lcc, and MAB = MAC =- MBC = MCA = MCB = MBA. Any small differences in their
measurement arising from slight lapses in symmetry are deemed to have a negligible effect on operation and
were averaged out to yield the following values:
R = 0.047 Q (6.9)
Lij = 2.6 tH (6.10)
27rMij = cos (± ) Li
1
- L = -1.3 pH (6.11)2
We note that the relationship between the self and mutual inductances arises from the three phases exhibiting
a 27r/3 offset from one another, as described in [6] pp. 251 - 253.
Steady-state terminal currents were measured using a TekTronix TCP 202 current probe which clamps
around a current-carrying wire and uses a Hall-effect sensor to accurately determine the current flowing
through it. Based on the state equation described by Equation 6.8, it was possible to reconstruct the
terminal voltage waveform for a given phase by directly substituting these measured currents. Figure 6.4 is
a graph showing plots of both an original (measured) and a reconstructed terminal voltage waveform for one
of the motor phases. Because the motor is driven with a PWM excitation scheme, various high-frequency
components are present; these were filtered out somewhat to provide intelligible information. Although the
two waveforms are not perfectly in line with each other, there is a remarkable level of congruency. Even
some high-frequency features are preserved across the mathematical reconstruction - this fact indicates that
the state equation worked well to describe the motor's operating regime and serves as convincing evidence
that the characterization tools we have developed are reliable.
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Figure 6.4: Original and reconstructed terminal voltage waveforms.
6.3 Effect of Stator/Rotor Flux Lead Angle
The Toshiba chip which was described in Chapter 5 allows the user to select one of two values for the
stator/rotor flux lead angle, 6SR. As described earlier, a zero lead angle occurs when the stator flux leads
the rotor by 900 (electrical), resulting in peak positive torque on the rotor. From that point, a lead anywhere
between -60' and +60' would result in a net positive torque on the device; however, efficiencies would vary
greatly in this range. In order to understand the effect of the lead angle on performance, we designed a
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series of tests with the sensored controller board which allowed the user to adjust the lead angle by means
of a 9-bit DIP switch. The 500-mark codewheel allows for a lead angle adjustment resolution of 1/500th of
a revolution. By adjusting the value of the DIP switch bit for bit around an optimum point, we examined
the entire range of lead angles and observed how the effect on speed and power consumption.
6.3.1 Description of Experiment
The paragraphs below describe how the effect of stator/rotor lead angle on power consumption was exper-
imentally evaluated. First, a dc supply voltage was applied to the inverter (motor terminals) and the DIP
switches were adjusted until the motor consumed least power as seen from the power supply. Power and
speed at that point were recorded. An additional stator lead (or lag) was then introduced by changing the
value of the DIP switches, which was increased (or decreased) until the motor stopped running or too much
current was drawn. At each step, the motor speed, power consumed, and lead angle were recorded. Figure
6.5 is a photograph of a typical oscilloscope output during this experimental procedure.
Figure 6.5: Photograph of the oscilloscope output with labeled waveforms.
By triggering off the home pulse (light blue), adjusting the DIP switches results in a relative shift between
the BEMF (yellow)2 of a phase and the state of the corresponding HIGH-gate on the inverter (purple). A
zero lead angle occurs when the maximum point of the BEMF and the midpoint of the gate's "on" state
2 When current runs through a phase, the terminal voltage is not rigorously equal to the BEMF. There are also IR and L a
at
terms. However, with R < 1 and - 0 except where the inverter gate states change, the approximation is justified. It is
interesting to note, however, that the effects of the L 6, term are in fact visible on the oscilloscope output: the sudden on/offat
switching of the gates, which equates to a high instantaneous change in current, causes the six pulse-like peaks we see in one
period of the terminal voltage waveform.
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are exactly aligned. This definition is equivalent to the one given in Chapter 5, which described a zero
lead to occur when the BEMF zero-crossing point coincided symmetrically within the "open" mode of the
corresponding phase.
These steps were repeated with the power supply voltage increasing in intervals of 0.5 V from 2.5 - 8.0
V. Speeds ranging between 1200 and 5900 RPM were observed. The results of this experiment are shown in
Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Graph displaying the relationship between the stator/rotor lead angle and power consumption
for different rotational speeds.
The dashed line represents the maximum 33.3 W of power available according to the DARPA requirements.
We observe that the different speeds share a common optimal stator/rotor lead angle somewhere between
100 and 15' (electrical). This result led us to selecting the 150 lead on the Toshiba chip when implementing
sensorless control.
6.4 Spin-Down Test, Torques, and Validation of Analytical Model
The final test for the analytical model is to experimentally determine the torque supplied by the motor,
see what currents the model predicts would be necessary to provide it, and then compare this value to the
experimental figure. When running in steady state, forces acting against the motor exactly balance out the
forces it supplies. These forces can be experimentally determined by bringing the motor to steady-state
operation at a given speed, cutting off power to it, and examining the decay characteristic as the rotor spins
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down to a halt. The equation of motion for a rotating system is provided below:
aL
ot
= JQ (6.12)
at
where T is the load torque, L is the angular momentum, J is the moment of inertia, and Q is the angular
velocity of the motor and attached components. The spin-down test provides information about the rate of
change of velocity while a Solidworks CAD model of the PHUMP analog gives a precise value of the moment
of inertia of the system. With this data, the load torque is easily computed.
Figure 6.7 shows how the torque supplied by the motor changes as a function of its angular velocity. A
best fit quadratic is drawn in red.
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Figure 6.7: Graph showing the relationship between torque and speed of the motor.
We observe that the torque supplied at 524 rad/s (equivalent to 5000 RPM, the operating velocity of
the PHUMP) is roughly 35 mN-m. At that point, the power supply indicated that a current of 3.4 A was
being drawn by the motor. This value is likely to be the amplitude of the fundamental component of the
current in the 6-stepping commutation scheme described in earlier sections (corresponding to an equivalent
amplitude i0 = 3.4 + 1.103 = 3.1 A); however, we are uncertain because digital current readouts are not
reliable when dealing with time-varying signals. We proceeded to compare this value to what the analytical
model from Chapter 3 predicts would be necessary to supply a target torque of 35 mN-m. The result is a
current of 2.6 A per winding per phase, which is about 25% lower than the actual value. This optimistic
current is slightly more divergent compared to other, more accurate predictions made by the model, but
is still reasonably accurate. One factor to consider is the fact that this last experimental setup included
the power electronics, which inevitably have additional effects on the system that could not be predicted
.......... . ...........     ......   .. ... ...... ..
by the model or the BEMF measurement test. The inverter and additional wiring attached to the motor
leads increase phase resistance, and some current is directed to the logic portion of the controller. A second
factor that may have contributed to the error found here is the sampling rate for instantaneous rotational
frequency, which in our experiment was limited to 200 Hz. The results of this sampling rate can be observed
in the graph above. For any observed torque, numerous points exist on the same horizontal line (indicating
a range of speeds corresponding to the same torque) and these lines are spaced apart by a fixed value. A
faster sampling rate may reduce some of the spread in the data.
6.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided a detailed account of the experiments performed on the motor and the values obtained.
These experiments include determining the motor constant, phase resistances and inductances, and the recon-
struction of terminal voltage waveforms based on measured characteristics and terminal currents. Numerous
comparisons between the physical system and the analytical model were made. The motor constant, which
was experimentally evaluated, was within 15% of that predicted by the model once the magnet strength
was adjusted. Our attempt to reconstruct terminal voltage waveforms using only data from currents and
measured phase resistances/inductances was successful: both the fundamental and some higher-frequency
characteristics were faithfully reproduced. Finally, a spin-down test allowed us to find the torque supplied
by the motor as a function of its angular velocity. This value was set as the target torque for the analytical
model described in Chapter 3, and the model was subsequently run to compare its prediction of the required
phase current to experimentally obtained values. The two numbers differ by 25%. We note that a limited
sampling rate may have contributed to this error.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This Master's thesis was separated into four principal tasks:
1. Solve for the magnetic flux in four regions to represent fields inside the motor;
2. Develop an analytical model that would find an optimal motor geometry leading to lowest Ohmic
losses;
3. Design and fabricate a rotor and stator, and integrate it into a larger assembly;
4. Develop and implement both a position-sensored and a position-sensorless control scheme.
Following these steps allowed for the modeling, design, optimization, fabrication, and testing of a fully
functional three-phase permanent- magnet synchronous motor from scratch. Externally available software
that simulates motor operation was not used because the geometric constraints imposed by this project are
very unusual (and, as of this writing, unexplored by other researchers).
Two different motor designs were ultimately fabricated: a 10 pole-pair and a 16 pole-pair version. Upon
initial testing, it was clear that the 10 pole-pair design satisfied the needs of the project. Specifically, it could
spin at the rated speed without exceeding the power budget made available by the design criteria. Based
on these results, it was integrated into an analog assembly of the complete PHUMP, where stainless steel
plates were used to simulate the condensers and evaporator.
Motor control was implemented in two ways. First, a position-sensored scheme was adopted, which made
use of a shaft encoder to obtain rotor position information. Second, we developed a position-sensorless
scheme which removed the requirement for position-sensing hardware and instead estimated rotor posi-
tion only from terminal voltage measurements. A single integrated circuit made commercially available by
Toshiba Corporation for ~ $1 runs the necessary algorithm to correctly excite phase currents. A compact
PCB measuring only 2" x 3" was designed using this chip to implement sensorless control. We observed
no significant performance degradation when switching between the two control schemes, indicating that
sensorless control is in fact the optimal solution for the PHUMP application.
Ultimately, this project showed that motors with even unusual geometries can be modeled and optimized
using relatively simple tools. An important point is that these tools are analytical (closed-form) in nature,
resulting in very rapid analysis of design space.
The final motor design was capable of spinning at a rate of 7000 RPM before a mechanical failure
occurred. At the design point of 5000 RPM, the motor terminals were set at 7.0 V and drew 3.4 A for an
average power of 23.8 W, which is significantly below the available 33.3 W. The torque supplied at this point
was 35 mN-m. These results indicate that an operating point with a higher speed could be adopted for the
project.
7.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Future work surrounding the motor component of the PHUMP project could investigate the integration
of the sensorless controller board within the confines of the volume allocated to us by DARPA, as well as
incorporating a feedback mechanism that would adjust motor speed based on observed temperature. One
challenge associated with an integrated PCB is designing the board so that it has the same footprint as
a condenser plate (ie, a 4" x 4" square with a 4 cm inlet hole in the middle). Another challenge will be
designing it to be thin enough so that its impact on the overall volume is minimized. While most components
on the board are fairly low-profile, the current design includes the use of several electrolytic capacitors which
may need to be accommodated for by machining away some of the surrounding material.
Currently, the speed of the motor is externally set by the user. The PHUMP is designed to handle thermal
loads of 800 W, but these loads may experience power spikes of up to 1200 W. The PHUMP will need to
handle these spikes so as to maintain a constant load temperature. Some preliminary design work completed
by Kai Cao, MIT 2011, includes proposing a PCB design with a thermistor or other temperature-sensing
device and including a micro-controller that would control the speed of the motor. A fully autonomous
system would remove the need for constant supervision.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Code for Analytical Model
A.1 Description and Flowchart of MATLAB Functions
main2. m
Used to get specific design analysis and plot graphs of parametric tradeoffs. Makes call to magPot4. m
main3. m
Contains nested for-loops that analyze the entire design space and saves a giant table (MEGAMATRIX)
which is later exported to Excel for filtering. Makes call to magPot4.m
magPot4.m
Takes as input the geometric variables as defined in main2. m and outputs the value of V in all four regions,
as well as By at the air-gap/stator interface and B, in the middle of the stator core. Can be made to draw
magnetic fields. Makes calls to castle2.m, solver2.m, psiSolver2.m, and frame2.m.
castle2.m
Takes as input the magnet strength, number of Fourier components, and magnet waveform variables. Outputs
an amplitude and wavenumber for every Fourier component.
solver2.m
Solves for all the OT and @B by using the 8 x 8 system outlined in Figure 3.3.
psiSolver2.m
Takes as input OT and @B and solves for 0 in the region between them.
frame2.m
Draws all the rectangles that are present in plots that show field lines (ie, rotor, stator, magnets).
main2.m main3.m
magPot4.m
castle2.m solver2.m psiSolver2.m frame2.m
Figure A.1: Flowchart describing function dependencies for the MatLab code
A.2 MATLAB code
main2.m
%main2
%Use to get specific design
format long;
clear all
close all
clc
numComp = 25;
numIter = 1;
0.0095;
0.0045;
0.001;
0.0016;
0.0033;
tr;
Dr+tm;
Dm+ta;
Da+ts;
mu0 4*pi*le-7;
mu = 500*muO;
MO = 1/muO; %note
analysis and parametric tradeoffs = THEORY!
Xnumber of Fourier components
X theory in thesis
change between 1.3 and 1
% Default values for simple run
K = 0;
wm = 0.004;
gm = 0.001;
per = 2*(wm+gm);
x = linspace(0,per*numIter,200);
[psi,by,bx] = magPot4(tr,tm,ta,ts,wm,gm,K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numIter);
X figure;
% plot(x,bx);
% ---------------------------
0 X -
X X Code segment that draws By vs percent magnet width
X wm = linspace(0,0.004,20);
% gm = linspace(0.004,0,20);
% K = 0;
X figure;
X for i = 1:length(wm)
% per = 2*(wm(i)+gm(i));
% x = linspace(0,per*numIter,200);
X xAx = linspace(0,1,20);
% [psi,by,bx] = magPot4(tr,tm,ta,ts,wm(i),gm(i),K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numIter);
% BY = max(abs(by));
X plot(xAx(i),BY,'*');
X hold on;
% end
% X Effect of pole pairs on average By and Bx
0 X-
X Reff = 0.05-ts-ta-tm;
X circ = 2*pi*Reff; %rotor circumference
X maxPolePairs = 1;
% gm = 0.001; Xfix gap dimension
Y. K=0;
X BY =
% BX =
X for i = i:maxPolePairs
X/ i
X/ per = circ/i;
% numIter = i;
0/ wm = (per - 2*gm)/2;
X/ x = linspace(0,per*numIter,200);
X/ [psi,by,bx] = magPot4(tr,tm,ta,ts,wm,gm,K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numIter);
X/ BY(i) = max(abs(by));
%/ BX(i) = mean(abs(bx));
X end
X X figure;
X X plot(BY,'*');
% % figure;
% % plot(BX,'*');
% -----------------------------------
%/ %0----------------
%/0 Effect of air gap
%/ %---------------
X ta = linspace(0.0001,0.004,50);
X tm = 0.004;
X wm = 0.004;
X gm = 0.001;
X per = 2*(wm+gm);
X x = linspace(0,per*numIter,200);
X K = 0;
X X xAx = linspace(0,4,length(ta));
X xAx = tm./(ta+tm);
X figure;
X for i = 1:length(ta)
X i
X [psi,by,bx] = magPot4(tr,tm,ta(i),ts,wm,gm,K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numIter);
X BY = mean(abs(by));
X plot(xAx(i),BY,'*');
X hold on;
X end
S-------------
X Modeling losses
% -------------
rhoCU-ideal = 1.72e-8;
rhoCU = rhoCUideal * 3;
maxPolePairs = 10;
gm = 0.002; Xfix gap dimension
K=0;
alpha = 2; X2 for 10 pole pairs, 3 for 16?
fillFactor = 1;
X These are the actual motor dimensions (in the phump analog)
tr = 0.0067;
tm = 0.0047625;
ta = 0.001;
tw = 0.002;
ts = 0.005;X0.02-(tr+tm+ta+tw);
Rrot = 0.03+tr; X0.05-ts-ta-tw-tm;
Rmag = Rrot+tm; X0.05-ts-ta-tw;
circ = 2*pi*Rrot;
BY =[;
BX =
Itot =
I = [];
R= [];
loss = [];
omega = [524]; %[300 500 700];
len = 0.005;
colour = ['b' 'g' 'r'];
LOSS = [];
for i = 1:length(tm)
for j = maxPolePairs; X note this covers only one index
j
Rrot = 0.05-ts-ta-tw(i)-tm(i);
Rmag = 0.05-ts-ta-tw(i);
circ = 2*pi*Rrot;
T = 30/omega;
numIter = j; X careful for numIter vs maxPolePairs (or j)
wm = 0.0104; Xadjust according to pole count 16:58 10:104
ww = 0.0045; Xadjust according to pole count 16:28 10:45
% per = circ/numIter;
per = (2*wm + 2*gm); X for plotting only
x = linspace(0,per*numIter,200);
[psi,by,bx] = magPot4(tr,tm(i),ta,ts,wm,gm,K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numIter);
BY = max(abs(by));
BX = max(abs(bx));
Itot = T/(BY*Rmag*len); Xtotal axial current
I = Itot(i)/(4*j); X yields avg current per phase
X R = 0.047; X measured resistance across one phase, 2 windings
R = rhoCU * 2* j *(len + alpha*(wm + gm))/(fillFactor*tw*ww); Xphase resistance.
X loss2 = 2*(I./2).^2.*R; X two windings per pole per phase
loss3 = Itot.~2 * R/(j^2*1*2);X one winding per pole per phase
X loss3 = Itot.^2 * R/(3*j^2*4*2);X two windings per pole per phase
X LOSS(j) = loss;
end
end
X figure;
X plot(LOSS)
X X -----------------
X X Solve for resistance
X X ----------------
X rhoCU = 1.72e-8;
X polePairs = 10;
X gm = 0.002;
X K = 0;
X 7
X tr = 7.5e-3;
'A tm = 4.5e-3;
X ta = le-3;
X tw = 4e-3;
X ts = 3e-3;
X Rrot = 0.05-ts-ta-tw-tm;
X Rmag = 0.05-ts-ta-tw;
X circ = 2*pi*Rrot;
X BY= [];
X BX= [];
X Itot = [;
X I =
X R =
X loss = []
X omega = 500;
X len = 5e-3;
X LOSS = [];
X CURRENT =
X T = 30/omega;
X numIter = polePairs;
X wm = 8.1e-3;
X x = linspace(O,per*numIter,200);
X [psi,by,bx] = magPot4(tr,tm,ta+tw,ts,wm,gm,K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numIter);
X BY = max(abs(by));
X Itot = T/(BY*Rmag*len);
X I = Itot(i)/(4*numIter); Xone phase remains inactive)
X Rmax = 3/(I^2)
X R = 2*numIter*(2*len+pi*(wm+gm))*rhoCU/(tw(i)*ww);
X loss = (I.^2).*R;
X LOSS(j) = loss;
X X figure;
X for k = 1:length(len)
X for j = 1:length(omega);
X j
X for i = maxPolePairs%22X20:25%maxPolePairs
X i
X T = 30/omega(j);
X per = circ/i;
X numIter = i;
X wm = (per - 2*gm)/2;
% ww = wm/3;
X x = linspace(O,per*numIter,200);
X [psi,by,bx] = magPot4(tr,tm,ta+tw,ts,wm,gm,K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numIter);
X BY(j,i,k) = max(abs(by));
X Itot(j,i,k) = T/(BY(j,i)*Rmag*len(k));
X I(j,i,k) = Itot(j,i,k)/4/numIter; Xone phase remains inactive)
X R(j,i,k) = 2*numIter*(2*len(k)+pi*(wm+gm))*rhoCU/(tw*ww);
X lossl(j,i,k) = (I(j,i,k).^2).*R(j,i,k);
% end
X end
X plot(loss(:,:,k)','*','Color',colour(k));
X hold on
X end
X min300 = min(loss(1,:))
X min500 = min(loss(2,:))
X min700 = min(loss(3,:))
XA
X minPol300 = find(loss(1,:)==min(loss(1,:)))
X minPol500 = find(loss(2,:)==min(loss(2,:)))
'A minPol700 = find(loss(3, :)=min(loss(3,:)))
X ' ------------- 
%A % Core saturation
X numIter = 1; %same as pole pair number
% ts = linspace(0.0001,tm,10);
% gm = 0.001;
X K = 0;
X figure;
X for i = 1:length(ts)
X Reff = 0.05-ts(i)-ta-tm;
X circ = 2*pi*Reff;
% per = circ/numIter;
% wm = (per - 2*gm)/2;
% x = linspace(0,per*numIter,200);
% [psi,by,bx] = magPot4(tr,tm,ta,ts(i),wm,gm,K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numIter);
% BX = max(abs(bx));
X plot(ts(i),BX,'*');
X hold on;
X end
X XXXXXXXXXXXXXX debugging vars %XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X per = 2*wm + 2*gm;
X n = [1:2:(numComp*2)1;
% % k = n*pi/(0.5*per);
X % psi = magPot4(tr,tm,ta,ts,wm,gm,K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numIter);
X psiRotBn = psi(1,:);
'A psiRotTn = psi(2,:);
% psiMagBn = psi(3,:);
% psiMagTn = psi(4,:);
X psiAirBn = psi(5,:);
X psiAirTn = psi(6,:);
X psiStatBn= psi(7,:);
% psiStatTn= psi(8,:);
main3.m
Xmain3
% Nested for loops will analyze entire design space.
tic
format long;
clc;
clear all;
close all;
muO 4*pi*le-7;
mu = 500*mu0;
MO = 1/mu0; X1T magnets
rhoCU = 1.72e-8;
numComp = 25; %number of Fourier components
omega = 300; %fixed angular speed
depth = 0.005; %fixed axial dimension to 5mm
gm = 0.002; %fixed gap between magnets to 2mm
K = 0; %no surface currents
POutMech = 30; %mechanical power output
rMax = 0.05; Xouter radius of PHUMP
rRotMin = 0.03; %Eye radius -- got from Jon.
rRotMax = rMax-0.003; Xset maximum
rMagMax = rRotMax+0.0005;
rAirMax = rMagMax+0.0005;
rWinMax = rAirMax+0.0005;
MEGAMATRIX = [];
X MEGAMATRIX(1,:) = ['tr' 'tm' 'ta' 'tw' 'ts' 'pole pairs' core sat' 'losses'];
r1 = rotor radius (length to outside of rotor)
r2 = magnet radius (length to outside of magnets)
r3 = air radius
r4 = winding radius
r5 = stator radius = rMax always.
% r1 = linspace(rRotMin+0.0002,rRotMax,10); %rotor
r1 = rRotMin + [0.007:0.0005:0.010];
numPoles = 20:30;
itnCount = 0;
for i = 1:length(r1)
X i
X r2 = linspace(r1(i) + 0.0002,rMagMax,10); %magnets
r2 = rl(i) + [0.004:0.0005:0.008];
for j = 1:length(r2)
X r3 = linspace(r2(j) + 0.0002,rAirMax,10);Xair gap
r3 = r2(j) + 0.001;
for k = 1:length(r3)
% r4 = linspace(r3(k)+0.0002,rWinMax,10); Xwindings
r4 = r3(k) + [0.001:0.0002:0.002];
for 1 = 1:length(r4)
for m = 1:length(numPoles) Xnumber of pole pairs
itnCount = itnCount + 1;
tr = rl(i)-rRotMin;
tm = r2(j)-r1(i);
ta = r3(k)-r2(j);
tw = r4(l)-r3(k);
ts = rMax -r4(l);
Dr = tr;
Dm = Dr+tm;
Da = Dm+ta;
Dw = Da+tw;
Ds = Dw+ts;
%calculate flux in stator
circ = 2*pi*rl(i);
per = circ/numPoles(m);
wm = (per-2*gm)/2;
x linspace(0,per*numPoles(m),200);
[psi,by,bx] = magPot4(tr,tm,ta+tw,ts,wm,gm,K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numPoles(m));
BX = max(abs(bx));
%calculate Ohmic losses
T = POutMech/omega;
ww wm/3;
BY = max(abs(by));
Itot = T/(BY*r2(j)*depth); %radius at tip of magnet layer
I = Itot/4/numPoles(m); %one phase inactive
R = 2*numPoles(m)*(2*depth+pi*(wm+gm))*rhoCU/(tw*ww);
loss = I^2*R;
%put values in MEGAMATRIX of death
row = itnCount;
MEGAMATRIX(row,1) = tr;
MEGAMATRIX(row,2) = tm;
MEGAMATRIX(row,3) = ta;
MEGAMATRIX(row,4) = tw;
MEGAMATRIX(row,5) = ts;
MEGAMATRIX(row,6) = numPoles(m);
MEGAMATRIX(row,7) = BX;
MEGAMATRIX(row,8) = loss;
end
progress = 10*(i-1)*10/length(ri) +(j-1)*10/length(r2)...
+0.1*(k-1)*10/length(r3) +0.01*(1-1)*10/length(r4);
fprintf(1,'Percent complete: X3.2f XX \n',progress)
end
end
end
end
toc
magPot4.m
function [psi,by,bxl = magPot4(tr,tm,ta,ts,wm,gm,K,numComp,MO,mu,x,numIter)
muO = 4*pi*le-7;
Dr = tr;
Dm = Dr+tm;
Da = Dm+ta;
Ds = Da+ts;
yRes = 500;
y = linspace(O,Ds,yRes); Xvertical coordinate
yspc = y(end)/yRes;
ydim = length(y);
xdim = length(x);
xspc = x(end)/length(x);
% Separate vertical coordinate into four regions
rotIndex = max(find(y<Dr));
magIndex = max(find(y<Dm));
airIndex = max(find(y<Da));
statIndex = max(find(y<=Ds));
yRot = y(1:rotIndex);
yMag = y(rotIndex+1:magIndex);
yAir = y(magIndex+1:airIndex);
yStat = y(airIndex+1:statIndex);
%Solving for Fourier amplitudes
[Mn, kn] = castle2(MO,numComp,gm,wm,x);
psiVect = solver2(tr,tm,ta,ts,kn,mu,K,Mn,wm,gm); X find boundary values
X boundary values of psi
psiRotBn = psiVect(1,:);
psiRotTn = psiVect(2,:);
psiMagBn = psiVect(3,:);
psiMagTn = psiVect(4,:);
psiAirBn = psiVect(5,:);
psiAirTn = psiVect(6,:);
psiStatBn= psiVect(7,:);
psiStatTn= psiVect(8,:);
% psi in each region
psiRot = psiSolver2(psiRotTn,psiRotBn,yRot,kn,x);
psiMag = psiSolver2(psiMagTn,psiMagBn,yMag,kn,x);
psiAir = psiSolver2(psiAirTn,psiAirBn,yAir,kn,x);
psiStat= psiSolver2(psiStatTn,psiStatBn,yStat,kn,x);
psiTot = [psiRot; psiMag; psiAir; psiStat]; %all of psi everywhere
% [hxRot, hyRot] = gradient(psiRot);
X [hxMag, hyMag] = gradient(psiMag);
X [hxAir, hyAirl = gradient(psiAir);
% [hxStat, hyStat] = gradient(psiStat);
[hxTot, hyTot] = gradient(psiTot);
hxRot = 1/xspc*hxTot(1:rotIndex,:);
hyRot = 1/yspc*hyTot(1:rotIndex,:);
hxMag = 1/xspc*hxTot(rotIndex+1:magIndex,:);
hyMag = 1/yspc*hyTot(rotIndex+1:magIndex,:);
hxAir = 1/xspc*hxTot(magIndex+1:airIndex,:);
hyAir = 1/yspc*hyTot(magIndex+1:airIndex,:);
hxStat = 1/xspc*hxTot(airIndex+1:statIndex,:);
hyStat = 1/yspc*hyTot(airIndex+1:statIndex,:);
mag = 0;
for i = 1:length(kn)
tmp = Mn(i)*sin(kn(i)*x);
mag = mag + tmp;
end
% figure;
X, plot(x,mag);
mag2 = zeros(length(yMag),xdim);
for i = 1:length(yMag)
mag2(i,:) = mag;
end
y components of b
-hxRot*mu;
-hyRot*mu;
-hxMag*mu0;
(-hyMag+mag2)*mu0;
-hxAir*muO;
-hyAir*mu0;
-hxStat*mu;
-hyStat*mu;
in the different regions
[bxRot;bxMag;bxAir;bxStat];
[byRot;byMag;byAir;byStat];
-bxTot;
-byTot;
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
%% Draws pretty pics of fields XXX
X figure;
X contour(x,yRot,psiRot); XX these guys
X contour(x,yMag,psiMag);
X contour(x,yAir,psiAir);
X contour(x,yStat,psiStat);
X0/X0X
draw contours of constant psi
frame2(tr,tm,ta,ts,wm,gm,numIter); XX this draws the frame
X This part to draw flux lines (ie, M - grad(psi))
start = Da;
X start = (Dm+Da)/2;
numLines = 20;
X x and
bxRot =
byRot =
bxMag =
byMag =
bxAir =
byAir =
bxStat=
byStat=
bxTot =
byTot =
bxTot2 =
byTot2 =
X % streamline works much better than contour
X streamline(x,y,bxTot,byTot,linspace(0,x(end) ,numLines) ,start*ones(1,numLines),[0.1,5000])
X streamline(x,y,bxTot2,byTot2,linspace(0,x(end) ,numLines) ,start*ones(1,numLines),[0.1,50001)
X s
% X Save file to pdf
X save2pdf('fluxLinesTEST.pdf')
%%%%XX%%%XXXXXXXX%%%%%%%XXX
%%% Values passed to main XXX
psi = psiVect;
% floor((magIndex+airIndex)/2)
% y(floor((magIndex+airIndex)/2))
by = byTot(floor((magIndex+airIndex)/2),:);
bx = bxTot(floor((airIndex+statIndex)/2),:);
X A=byTot(airIndex-1,:)
X pause
X byTot(:,40);
% figure;
X plot(x,abs(by))
X max(abs(by));
% figure;
% plot(y,byTot (:,find(byTot==max(max(byTot)))))
% pause
castle2.m
function [A, k] = castle2(amp,numComp,gap,w,x)
g = gap*0.5;
per = 2*w + 4*g;
n = [1:2:(numComp*2)];
kn = n*pi/(0.5*per);
An =
Am=[]
Atot = zeros(1,length(x));
for i = 1:numComp
X factor = (0.5*per*kn(i)) .* ( 2*cos(kn(i)*g) - 2*cos(kn(i)*(w+g)))
An(i) = amp/(0.5*per*kn(i)) .* ( 2*cos(kn(i)*g) - 2*cos(kn(i)*(w+g)));
Am(i,:) = amp/(O.5*per*kn(i)) .* ( 2*cos(kn(i)*g) - 2*cos(kn(i)*(w+g))) .*sin(kn(i)*x);
Atot = Atot + Am(i,:);
end
A = An;
k = kn;
X plot(x,Atot)
solver2.m
function psiVect = solver2(tr,tm,ta,ts,kn,mu,K,Mn,wm,gm)
muO = 4*pi*le-7;
Dr = tr;
Dm = Dr+tm;
Da = Dm+ta;
Ds = Da+ts;
kdim = length(kn);
b = [zeros(1,kdim);...
zeros(1,kdim);...
Mn;...
zeros(1,kdim);...
-Mn;...
K.*ones(1,kdim);...
zeros(1,kdim)';...
zeros(1,kdim)];
A = zeros(8);
psiVectTemp = zeros(8,kdim);
for i = 1:kdim
An =
[-cosh(kn(i)*Dr)/sinh(kn(i)*tr) 1/sinh(kn(i)*tr) 0 0 0 0 0 0;...
o sinh(kn(i)*Dr)/sinh(kn(i)*tr) sinh(kn(i)*(Dr-Dm))/sinh(kn(i)*tm) 0 0 0 0 0;..
kn(i)*mu/mu0/sinh(kn(i)*tr) -kn(i)*mu/mu0*cosh(kn(i)*Dr)/sinh(kn(i)*tr) ...
-kn(i)*cosh(kn(i)*(Dr-Dm))/sinh(kn(i)*tm) kn(i)/sinh(kn(i)*tm) 0 0 0 0;...
0 0 0 sinh(kn(i)*(Dm-Dr))/sinh(kn(i)*tm) sinh(kn(i)*(Dm-Da))/sinh(kn(i)*ta) 0 0 0;...
0 0 kn(i)/sinh(kn(i)*tm) -kn(i)*cosh(kn(i)*(Dm-Dr))/sinh(kn(i)*tm) ...
-kn(i)*cosh(kn(i)*(Dm-Da))/sinh(kn(i)*ta) kn(i)/sinh(kn(i)*ta) 0 0;...
0 0 0 0 0 kn(i)*sinh(kn(i)*(Da-Dm))/sinh(kn(i)*ta) ...
kn(i)*sinh(kn(i)*(Da-Ds))/sinh(kn(i)*ts) 0;...
0 0 0 0 1/sinh(kn(i)*ta) -cosh(kn(i)*(Dm-Da))/sinh(kn(i)*ta)...
-mu/mu0*cosh(kn(i)*(Da-Ds))/sinh(kn(i)*ts) mu/mu0/sinh(kn(i)*ts);...
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/sinh(kn(i)*ts) cosh(kn(i)*(Ds-Da))/sinh(kn(i)*ts)];
psiVectTemp(:,i) = An\b(:,i);
end
psiVect = psiVectTemp;
psiSolver2.m
function psiTot = psiSolver2(psiTn,psiBn,y,kn,x)
xdim = length(x);
ydim = length(y);
kdim = length(kn);
yt = y(end);
yb = y(1);
delta = yt - yb;
temp = zeros(ydim,kdim);
for i = 1:ydim
for j = 1:kdim
temp(i,j) = psiTn(j)*sinh(kn(j)*(y(i)-yb))/sinh(kn(j)*delta)
-psiBn(j)*sinh(kn(j)*(y(i)-yt))/sinh(kn(j)*delta);
end
end
psi = zeros(ydim,xdim);
for i = 1:ydim
for j = 1:kdim
tmp = temp(i,j)*sin(kn(j)*x);
psi(i,:) = psi(i,:) + tmp;
end
end
psiTot = psi;
frame2.m
X frame for visualisation of fields
function frame2(tr,tm,ta,ts,wm,gm,numIter)
Dr = tr;
Dm = Dr+tm;
Da = Dm+ta;
Ds = Da+ts;
totWidth = 2*numIter*(wm+gm);
grey = [0.75 0.75 0.751;
red = [1 0 01;
blue = [0 1 1];
xStatorCorners = [0,0,totWidth,totWidthl;
yStatorCorners = [Da,Ds,Ds,Da];
xRotorCorners = [0,0,totWidth,totWidth];
yRotorCorners = [0,Dr,Dr,0];
hold on
fill(xStatorCorners,yStatorCorners,grey);
fill(xRotorCorners,yRotorCorners, grey);
for i = 1:(numIter*2)
xPMCorners = (0.5*gm)+[(wm+gm)*(i-1),(wm+gm)*(i-1),wm*i+gm*(i-1),wm*i+gm*(i-1)l; %offset by gm/2
yPMCorners = [Dr,Dm,Dm,Dr];
if mod(i,2) == 1
fill(xPMCorners,yPMCorners,red);
else
fill(xPMCorners,yPMCorners,blue);
end
end
xlabel('Azimuthal direction [m]')
ylabel('Radial direction [m]')
%title('Visualization of flux lines')
